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ABSTRACT 

Behavtoural aspects of reproduction \Vere studied on tive species of mate

guarding ( iamnwrus found on the A val on Peninsula of Newfoundland. These species are 

( iunmwrus SL'Iosus. ( iammarus n<.:l!ww .. ·us. ( iammurus dul!hem. ( lummurus /uwn:ncrunus. 

and c iummurus ohtusu/us . Males chose to form precopulas with females that \vere close 

to their next batch of eggs to be fertilized. Females someume~ exhibited reproductive 

choice by trying to escape the male's grasp. No interspecific precopulas were formed 

between c i. sl!tosus and C i. ocl!tmrcus. Size assortative matmg occurred in < i. sl!losus. 

The sequences l)f precopula formation behanours differed in the successful and 

unsuccessful precopulas for all five species. Three takeovers by males were observed in 

( i. ocl!anrcus. all with egg stage -1- females which are females which are closest to their 

next batch of eggs to be fertilized. The sequences of precopula formation behaviOur 

contacts differed tor successful and unsuccessful takeO\ ers. and were also different from 

the normal behaviour sequences for c i. uc.:l!ww .. ·us . Takeovers were considered to be 

male-male competition. However. femalc choice \Vas observed as tht! tt!rnales remamed 

passive. which is constdered a form of female choice. during both successful and 

unsuccessful takeovers. Two simultaneous assessments of females occurred with females 

that were both in the same egg stage (stage A) in c i. oc.:eamcus. The sequences of 

precopula formation behaviour contacts differed for successful and unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments and also ditTered from the nomtal behaviour sequences for 

( i. oceunu:us. In the unsuccessful simultaneous assessments. the extra temales 
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sometimes resisted the male's grasp and escaped (female choice) but the original females 

remained passive. In the successful simultaneous assessments. the original and extra 

females remained passive . There were successful prccopulas formed with both stage I 

females with stage -l eggs transplanted and \\ith stage 4 females with eggs removed in 

( ; , oc;ecmrc.·us . The sequences of precopula formation behaviour contacts were different 

for succt!ssful and unsuccessful precopulas \\ith egg manipulation females. and were 

different from the normal behaviour sequences for ( i. nceunrc:us . Female choice was 

observed with egg mampulation females as they sometimes kicked and escaped from the 

males. 
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1.0 INTRODtrCTION 

Male choice of a mate puts the male under pressure to make sound behavioural 

decisions. When males actively choose their mates. an assessment procedure of the 

potential females must be carried out. A male may use several factors in his assessment 

of a female as a potential mate. A decision must be made on the acceptance or rejection 

of the female as a mate. A male can benetit from choosing certain femalt!s over others as 

a mate (Die k & Elwood. !989a: Halliday. !98.3 ). 

Sexual selection results in the evolution of secondary sexual characteristics that 

confer "an advantage \vhich Cl.!rtam indi\1duals have over other individuals of the same 

sex and species solely in respect of reproduction" (Darwin, 187l. 256 ). Sexual selection 

results in a ,.,·ide variety of both mak and tt!male reproductive strategies. Darwm 

distinguished two forms of sexual sekction: male-male competition and female choice 

(Andersson. 1994: Adams & Greenwood. 1987: O'Donald. 1983 : Birkhead & Clarkson. 

1980: Ridley & Thompson. 1979 ). Competition between males for access to femaks can 

be intense and is usually more evident ''ith conspicuous mualized displays of behaviour 

than the second form of sexual selection - female choice (Birkhead & Moller. 1993 ). 

Female reproductive behaviours usually involve only the adoption or non-adoption of 

receptive behaviours in the forrn of postures or movements. Female choice is usually 

considered to be less important because it is much less obvious than male-male 

competition (Birkhead & Moller. 1993: Halliday, 1983). However, female choice 1s 



currently the most active research area in sexual selection theory and females can benetit 

from mate choice also. 

Crustacean males use one of t\vo strategies for mating : 1. males guard females 

until they are ready to moult and be fenilized. or 2. the males search for suitable females. 

Mate-guarding evolves when there is strong competition among males for mates ( ie . 

male-biased sex ratto L female breeding cycles are asynchrous. and the penod of ti.!male 

receptivity is shon (Conlan. 199L Adams & Greenwood. 1987: Ward. 1986: Ridley. 

1983 ). Mate-guarding is common in crustaceans that only produce eggs just attt:r a 

moult. where the moult lasts only for a brief penod of time in a female's reproductive 

cycle (Jormalainen & Merilaita. 1995: Yamamura. 1987: Grafen & Ridley. 1983: Parker. 

1974 ). When males guard females they may either remain near the females (mate

attending) which is common in animals that live in tubes or permanent burrows. or they 

may carry the !~males (mate-carrying) (Steele. I 995: Conlan. 1991) Mate-carrying 

<.!nsures a male is present dunng the tt!male's shon penod of receptl\ity (Conlan. 1991 l. 

Precopulatory mate-carrying is common among spec1es of ( iummarus. a genus of 

peracarid amphipod crustacean (Conlan, 1991: Dunham. Hurshman & Gavin. 1989: 

Adams & Greenwood, 1987: Ridley, 1983: Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980). 

Male choice and sexual selection in the genus ( iammarus has been widely studied 

because the species are widespread. abundant. have overlapping distributions. are similar 



to one another. and are readily cultured. Several spec1es are common and readilv 

available for study on Newfoundland shores. 

In species of ( ;ammurus copulation is possible only within a few hours (about 12 

hours l after a female's moult (Dick & Elwood. l989a: Ward. 1983: Birkhead &: 

Clarkson. 1980). Since temales do not store spenn. a male must be present shortly after 

the tl!male has moulted and has rdeased her eggs. Females ovulat~ within minutes after 

the moult and the eggs pass into a ventral brood pouch in peracarid Crustacea 

( Bormvsky. !991). The brood pouch is formed from setost! oostegites which fonn on the 

bases of the female's peraeopods (Wildish. 1982). The new cuticle of the female 1s still 

soft alter moulting and the oviducts on somite tive are open (Dick & Ehvood. 1989a l. In 

( lummurus, the male turns the female at right angles to h1s body with her ventral surface 

facing his ventral surface. Spenn transfer into the brood pouch occurs from a pair of 

copulating papillae on the last thoracic somite of the male. Bundles of spenn are thrust 

near the! temale · s ovtduct openings by a \ 1gorous pumping action that lasts less than one 

mmute (Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980). There may be several bouts of copulation 

( SutclitTe. 1992 ). After copulation. the pair separates ( Graten & Ridley. 1983 ). 

ln less than 24 hours, the oviducts become hardened and provide a physical 

barrier for the transter of sperm 1Grafen & Ridley, 1983). The eggs develop and hatch in 

the brood pouch and the juveniles may remain in the pouch until the temale's next moult. 

The duration varies with species and environmental temperature (Borowsky, 1991: 
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Grafen & Ridley , 1983; Dick & Elwood, 1989a). The female becomes attractive to 

males again before the eggs hatch. The mature female produces a new batch of eggs at 

each successive moult, except when in ovarian diapause (Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980). 

While the embryos are developing. in the brood pouch. oogoma are 

simultaneously enlargmg and developing in the ovary (Steele & Steele. 1969). Manv 

changes in the female. such as changes in moult physiolO!::"'Y and oogoma development in 

the ovary, are correlated with the embryonic development in the brood pouch (Dunham. 

1986 ). Therefore the stage of egg development in the brood pouch is an indicator of how 

soon a female will be producing her next batch of eggs for fertilization and how dose she 

is to her next moult. 

Female suitability for mating in species of ( iammurus is determined by how soon 

she will be rekasing a batch of eggs ( Grafen & Ridley. 1983 ). Pairing is initiated when 

the antennae ofthe male touch some part of the female . But not all contacts will result m 

pairs being formed . If the male grabs the female, he holds her to his ventral surface wnh 

his antennae at a right angle and touches her dorsal surface with his abdomen. Rapid 

tlexing of the abdomen, termed "beating"", then occurs ( Hartnoll & Smith, 1978). When 

there is slow beating of the abdomen, the pleopods also make contact with the temale. 

These are the behaviours the male employs to assess the female's quality. The female is 

usually passive and tightly curled while the male is performing these actions on her (Dick 
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& Elwood, 1989a: Dunham, 1986: Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980: Hartnoll & Smith. 

1978 ). However. females sometimes do try to escape the males grasp. 

If the female is suitable to the male. he turns the tt!male so that she is now parallel 

to his ventral surface. The male inserts one dactylus of the smaller anterior gnathopods 

benveen the head and the tirst thoracic se~rment. and the dactylus of the other anterior 

hTflathopod is inserted between the tifth and sixth segments. Once this posnion IS 

established. the pmr is said to have formed a precopula or pre-amplexus. The male then 

swims '"ith the temale and may stroke the stdes of her head with his larger posterior 

bTflathopods. The temale sometimes aids the male in swimming while in precopula by 

straightemng her body and beating her pleopods. but usually the ti.!male wtll remam 

curled underneath the male and offer no assistance ( SutclitTe. 1992: Dick & Elwood. 

1989a: Dick & Elwood. 1989b: Borowsky & Borowsky. 1987). lf the precopula is 

maintained until copulation, the femall.! is again turned to right angles to the male while 

the male deposns sperm and the precopula is terminated a shan ume later t!'v1iller. 1995 : 

Dick & Elwood. 1989a: Dunham. 1986: Hartnoll & Smith. 1978). 

The two forms of sexual selection, male-male competition and female choice. 

occur among species of ( lummurus . There is sexual dimorphism between the sexes of 

C iammarus. Males of most species of ( iammurus are larger in body length than the 

females of the same species, and the males possess larger posterior gnathopods (Ward. 

1988). These enlargements, common to mate-guarders, may reflect an increased amount 
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of aggression bt!tween males at matmity. The large posterior gnathopods are not used in 

carrying the female in precopula but are used in male-male competitions when larger 

males attempt takeovers of a paired female from its precopula male and also as a defense 

against takt!overs by other males. The gnathopods may take pan in the assessment of the 

female's reproductive state. possibly through contact pheromones (Conlan. 1991 ). It is 

also possible that these gnathopods can hold a second female that can then be 

simultaneously assessed by a male that already has one female in precopula (Dick. 1992 l. 

Females also exh1bit reproductive choice. When a male tirst touches a female. 

she can either swim away quickly or lay still in order to allow the male to manipulate her. 

The female can also try and escape from the male after he has been manipulating and 

assessing her for a period of time by Hexing and straightening her body rapidly several 

times in succession ( escapc:! reaction). This may result in the male releasing his hold 

before precopula is tonned and the female will escape. If the female remains passive 

during these mampulattons a precopula can be formed (Hatcher & Dunn. 1997 ~ 

Jonnalainen & Menlaita, 1995~ SutclitTe, 1993a; Dick & Elwood, 1989a; Borowsky & 

Borowsky. 1987; Robinson & Doyll:!, 1985). 

The male's choice of which temale to hold in precopula can depend on the 

female·s body size and her proximity to ovulation (Dick. 1992). Since the enlargement 

of oogonia in the ovary and the development of the embryos in the brood pouch are 

correlated. males \viii attempt precopula tormation behaviours with females that bear 
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broods in the later stages of development. This usually occurs \Vhen the eggs have 

already hatched and the juveniles are ready to emerge t Miller. 1995: Borowsky. 1987 ). 

Larger temalcs of ( iumnwrus produce larger batches of eggs than smalkr temales and 

males can be expected to choose females that are larl!er in order to maximize the number 

of offspring they produce (Adams. Wan. Naylor & Greemvood. 1989: Birkhead & 

Clarkson. I 9801. Female quality is detennined by both her size and how close she is to 

moulting and producing her next batch of eggs for fertilization. Jormalainen ( 1998) 

concluded that the duration of guarding ts a compromise between the male and ti:male 

reproductive strategies. 

Removal of a female's embryos and transplanting embryos that are in a different 

stage may intluence the precopula formation behaviours. Embryos from an earlier stage 

of development may inhibit precopula formation behaviours while embryos from later 

stages may increase precopula formation behaviours 1 Bora,.,.· sky. 1987). 

Precopula formations bC;!twcen ditTerem species of ( iummurus have been studied. 

It was found that these interspecific precopulas can only be formed between certam 

species combinations but is relatively rare. especially in nature (Dick & Elwood. 199:2: 

Dick. Irvine & Elwood, 1990: Kolding, \986: Hartno\1 & Smith. 1980). Size assortative 

mating is one of the most common mating patterns in natural populations. Size 

assonative mating has been found to occur \Vhen precopulas are formed. This means 

there is a positive relationship between male and female lengths (Crespi, 1989: Burley, 
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1983). In general, it has been found that the ratio of maletfemalc len!:,Tth is around 1.3. 

meaning the males are approximately 30° 1o larger than the females in the precopula pair 

(Miller. 1995: Ward. 1988: Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980). 

The two species studied most intensively were ( iumnwrus ocuuntcus Segerstrale 

and ( iummarus se/osus Dementieva. The ecology and distribution of these two species 

are similar m many respects and they occur in various combinattons on the same shores 

underneath the same rocks and algae. 

( iammarus r1ceamcus Segerstrale is a marine and brackish water species that is 

found under rocks and algae on sheltered to moderately exposed beaches. This species 1s 

contincd to the North Atlantic and adjacent seas. Its northern limit is from southern 

Baffin Island and southeastern Greenland to its southern limit of Long Island Sound. New 

York. It is the most numerous species found in the intertidal region from Newfoundland 

to the Gulf of Mame and IS the most abundant speclt!S of ( iumnwrus. The breeding 

period of this species is long, from November until August. and it produces many 

successive broods. The adult may live two years and the size range of this species is 15-

22 mm (Steele & Steele, 1975: Steele & Steele. 1974: Boustield, 1973: Steele & Steele, 

1972). 

( iurnmarus sews us Dementi eva is a marine species found under rocks and algae 

on sheltered to moderately exposed beaches. This species has a circumpolar distribution 
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in arctic regions and is adapted to live in these arctic conditions. It is found as far north 

as land extends while its southern limit is the Bay of Fundy. 0!ew BnmS\\ick. It is the 

most abundant species of ( !ammarus north of Newfoundland. but it is less common than 

( i. oceanu.:us on Newfoundland beaches. When ( i. setosus occurs on the same shore as 

< ;_ oct!amcus. the former is found slightly higher in the intertidal zone. The breeding 

penod of this species is from August to November with only one brood produced each 

year. This brood is released in spring or early summer and is r-~lated to environmental 

temperature. The size range of this species 1s 15-25 mm (Steele & Steele. 1975 ~ Steele & 

Steele. 1974: Boustield. 1973: Steele. VJ. & Steele. D.H .. 1970). 

My prev1ous study described the formatton of precopula paus in four species of 

( iummurus ( iummarus uc.:eum~..:us. < iummurus duehem Li lljeborg. < iummurus 

lawrt!nci£InWi Boustield. and <iummarus ohtusatwi Dahl !Miller. 1995). The sequence of 

precopula formation behaviours was observed and recorded for each species. T\vo 

spec1es. < i. oceamcus and (i. ducnem. were collected from different sttes and there were 

differences in the average times to form precopulas and the percentage of animals that 

formed precopulas between the different sites. Interspecific precopulas were formed 

between (i. oceamcus and U Juebem but not between any of the other combinations of 

the four species. Removals of either the tirst set . second set, or both sets of antennae 

from the male showed that the second set of antennae are the most important for 

assessing femalt!s. The male must have at least one set of antennae intact in order to form 

precopulas. Size assortative mating did occur in all four species. 
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My present work was undertaken to determine significant factors that influence 

the tonnation of precopula pairs of species of ( ;ummarus. The normal sequence of 

precopula tonnation behaviours was observed and recorded tor ( i . setosus which was not 

studied previously. The normal sequence of precopu\a tonnation behaviours was 

compared tor 5 spec1es of ( iummarus that co-occur on Newfoundland shores -

( i. oceulltL'U.'i, ( i. st!los us. ( i. la•~·rencumus. ( i . due hem. and ( i . ohwsa/us It also 

investigated ( i. sews us to determine if interspecitic precopulas were tanned with 

( i. oceamcus and if size assortative mating occurred in c i . sews us . 

In addition. further study of the species ( i. oceanu.:us was conducted. 

Investigations of which factors intluence takeovers of paired females by unpaired males 

were conducted. including whether a larger unpaired male will displace a smaller paired 

male. and whether the female's proximity to her next moult affected takeovers by 

unpaired males. Investigations \vere undertaken to determine if males would 

Simultaneously assess two temales. including compansons of larger and smaller females 

in the same stage, and comparison of females closer to or further from moult that are the 

same size. The effect of egg manipulation on precopula formation behaviours of the 

male, including removal of eggs from females. and transplanting later stage eggs to 

females in an earlier stage was also investigated. The role of sexual selection in each of 

the aspects being investigated will be discussed. 
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2.0 MATERL-\LS AND METHODS 

Two species of < iummurus were collected from Witless Bay on the Avalon 

Peninsula of Newfoundland. ( i. oceumcus and ( i. sews us were collected on the beach 

from underneath large rocks in the intertidal zone. ( i . seto.ws \Vas located a little higher 

in the intertidal zone. but its distribution overlapped with ( i. oceumcus. Only animals 

already in precopula \Vere collected. They were transported to the holding tanks in 

plastic containers with lids. half-tilled with sea water from Witless Bay. 

( i. oceumL·wi was sampled dunng its breeding season. February through 

September and ( i. setosus was sampled during its breeding season. August through 

December. The ammals were kept m aerated holding tanks tilled \vith seawater in a 

lighted cold room having a temperature of 1 ooc. The animals were fed tropical and 

goldtish (WARDLEY nt) food. The holding tanks ( 35 X n X 18 em) \Vere used to keep 

the species separated and to prevent overcrowding. 

The experimental chamber for the ( i. setosus cxpenments \vas a plex1glass 

chamber ( 13 x 2 x 13 em) containing 40ml of seawater. Trial periods were I 0 minutes in 

duration. but if the animals were engaged in precopula formation behaviours at the end of 

the trial they were allowed to continue until they separated or fonned a precopula. 

Individual animals were left in separate small containers for five minutes before being 

placed in the experimentation chamber. Ail physical contacts between the animals were 

recorded. as \veil as their sexes. sizes from the base of the first antennae to the telson 
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(Ward, l984b ). colours. egg stages of the females, initial time of contact bet\veen the t\vo 

animals, and the time of the end of the precopula. tf formed . The egg stages that \vere 

used are as follows : 

l . no eggs visible in the brood pouch 

l eggs clear and just barely visible in the brood pouch 

3. eggs darker in colour and well devdoped in the brood pouch 

4 . females with hatched eggs 

These are modi tied from Steele & Steele ( 1969 l . 

2. l NORMAL BEHAVIOURS Of ( iummarus SPECIES 

:?. . 1. I ( iummarus setosus 

A total of 69 pairs were tested. The normal precopula formation behaviours for 

this species were observed and recorded . Before each trial. a precupula patr was 

separated. taktng care not to harm the animals. Both the male and female were then 

placed into the experimental chamber. Average times to form precopulas were calculated 

using only data from successful precopulas. Minimum and maximum values were 

calculated along with standard deviations and standard errors. Percentages of precopulas 

formed were also calculated. The Mann-Whitney test (Daniel, 1990) was used to 

determine if there was a difference in average times to form precopulas between morning 

and afternoon trials. The Proportions test ( Welkowitz, Ewen & Cohen. 1982) was used 
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to determine if the percentages of precopulas formed were equal between morning and 

afternoon trials . 

Chi-square analvsis (Dame!. 1990) \vas used to determine if the number of 

successful and unsuccessful precopulas \vas equal for each egg stage. Precopula 

formation behaviours are displayed in figures that show the sequence of contacts in 

successful and unsuccessful precopulas. Since the behaviours were recorded in sequence. 

the order of the most common types of contacts could be determined. These comparisons 

were used to determine if the panern ditTered between spectes and to determine tf there 

was a ditli!rence between the sequence of precopula formation behaviour contacts for 

successful and unsuccessful precopulas. 

2.1.2 SPECIES COMPARISONS 

The Mann-Whitney test was used to determine if there was a difference tn 

average ttmes to form precopulas between species. The Proportions test was used to 

determine if the percentages of precopulas formed were equal between species. 

( i. setosus was compared with four other species studied in my prevtous research -

( iammarus oceann·us. ( iummarus fu·wrencwnus. ( iummarus due hem and ( iummarus 

0 b I Zl.'ic.J IUS. 
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The sequences of precopula fonnation behaviours for successful and unsuccessful 

precopula formations \\/ere used to determine if there were ditTerences in the panems of 

contacts between the five specit.!s. 

2.1.3 INTERSPECIFIC PRECOPULAS 

A total of 52 combinations \verc tested . For the interspecific combinations. one 

male ( i. st!tosus and one femak < i.oceumcus were placed in the experimental chamber 

together. Then the other combination was tested. The animals were separated as 

described earlier. 

2. 1.4 SIZE ASSORT A TIVE MATING 

Size assortativc mating \vas also mvestlgated. The lengths of males and temales 

of(/. setosus that were separated for experimentation ( N=69) were used to detennine if 

size assonative mating occurred in th1s spec1es. The ratios of male length to female 

lenb-rth were calculated and indicate how much larger a male 1s compared to a temale tn 

precopula. The correlations (Moore & McCabe. 1993) of male and female lenJ:,rths \vere 

calculated to determine if male length increased with increasing femak length. Male and 

female lengths were plotted against one another and a regression line. with regression 

coetTtcient, shows if male lenbrth increases as female length increases. 

All of the following experiments were carried out using(/. oc.:ean1<:us. 
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2.2 TAKEOVERS 

For the takeover c;:xperiments, the extra males that were required were separated 

from another precopula. One male and female pair still in precopula and an t:xtra male 

were placed in the experimental chamber. No takeovers or takeover attempts occurred in 

initial observations ( N=39) in the plexiglass experimental chamber, so a new setup was 

devised to determine if takeovers were possibly occurring in < i. oct'umcus. Twenty-four 

separate chambers 1 10 x 10 x 7.5 em), ~ach \>vith 40ml of seawater. contatned a pair 10 

precopula and a separate male of ditTerent size or colour l for easy distinction). Chambers 

were observed at mtervals of 30 minutes for 6 hours. During these trials. switching of the 

original male !ddender) with the separate male (intruder) did occur tn thirteen of the 

chambers. This indicated that a takeover had occurred but none were actually observed 

m progress. None of these results were used in the final analysts. Results for tina! 

observations ( N = 143) were obtained from four chambers setup together. each containing 

a precopula pair and an intruder. that \\-·ere simultaneously observed for I 0 minute trials. 

All contacutakeover bchavtours \vere recorded for all four setups. 

The average times for takeover to occur were calculated using only successful 

takeover data. The minimum and maximum values, standard deviations. standard errors. 

and percentages of intruders to successfully takeover a female and attempts to takeover a 

female already in precopula were calculated. Mann-Whitney test was used to determine 

if average times spent attempting unsuccessful takeovers differed depending on whether 

intruders were larger or smaller than defenders. Mann-Whitney test was used to 
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determine if there was a ditference between the amount of time to form precopulas in 

normal ( ;_ ocl!wucus trials and unsuccessful takeover trials. Mann-Whitney test was also 

used to detennine if female size ditTered \Vhen attempting unsuccessful takeovers 

whether intruders are larger or smaller than defenders . 

Chi-square analysis was used to determine if the number of unsuccessful 

takeovers and the number of no takeover attempts \vere equal for each egg stage. The 

ratios of intruder size to defender size were calculated for successful takeovers. 

unsuccessful takeovers_ and no takeover attempts. Correlations were used to determine t r 

there was a relationship between intruder and defender size for unsuccessful takeovers 

and no takeover attempts. Male and female lent.Jths were plotted agatnst one another and 

a regression line. \Vith regression coefficient. shows if male len!:,Jth increases as female 

length increases for unsuccessful takeovers (with successful takeovers included) and no 

takeover attempts. Correlations were also used to determine if time spent attempting 

unsuccessful takeovers would increase as female quality ( t"t:male egg stage and kmak 

size) increases. Unsuccessful takeover times and ternale egg stage were plotted against 

one another and a regression line. \vith regression coefficient, shows if times attempting 

unsuccessful takeovers increase as temale egg stage changes and the female becomes 

closer to her next ovulation. Also. unsuccessful takeover times and temale size \vere 

plotted against one another and a regression line, with regression coetlicient, shows if 

times attempting unsuccessful takeovers increase as female size increases. 
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Takeover behaviours are displayed in figures that shO\-.. the sequence of contacts 

tn successful and unsuccessful takeovers . These can be compared to the normal 

precopula formation behaviours for ( ;_ oc..:eanu.:us. 

2.3 SIMULTANEOUS ASSESSMENTS 

For the simultaneous assessment experiments, the ~xtra females that were 

required were separated from another precopula. One male and f~male still in precopula 

and one extra female were placed in each chamber. The four chamber setup used in the 

takeover experiments was also used for the I 0 minute tnals. The setups cons1sted of 

either same stage females of different sizes, or same size females of diffen:nt stages. All 

simultaneous assessment behaviours were recorded. A total of 14 7 setups were observed: 

85 were same stage females and 62 were same size females. 

The average times for simultaneous assessments to end were calculated. 

Minimum and maxtmum values. standard deviations. standard errors. and percentages of 

males engaging in Simultaneous assessments were calculated. 

Mann-Whitney tests were used to determine if average times to form precopulas 

in normal ( i. oceumcus trials were equal to average times in unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments tor both same stage females and same size females. Mann-Whiney test was 

also used to determine if average times attempting unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments were equal for same stage females and same size females. Chi-square 
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analysis was used to determine if the number of unsuccessful simultaneous assessments 

and no simultaneous assessment attempts are equal for larger and smaller extra females 

and also if equal for closer to moult and further from moult for the extra females. 

Simultaneous assessment precopula behaviours are displayed in figures showing 

the sequence of contacts in successful simultaneous assessments and unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments. These can be compared to the normal precopula formation 

behaviOurs for ( ;_ uceumcus. 

2.4 EGG MANlPULA TIONS 

In order to remove eggs or transplant eggs, the female must be anesthetized. This 

was accomplished by placing the females in a separate holding tank ( 10 x 5 x 5 em l that 

was placed in ice until the temperature dropped to approximately I oc and the females 

became immobilized. Embryos or juveniles were removed from and transplanted to a 

brood pouch with a small soft-bnstled artist's brush. Females \vere allowed to recover in 

the separate holding tank in the cold room for one day before experiments were carried 

out. The plexiglass experimental chamber was used for these experiments. A total of 

194 pairs were observed: 90 were stage 1 egg manipulation females and 104 were stage 4 

egg manipulation females. 

For the egg removals, females of stage 4 had all juveniles removed, but none 

replaced. Females of stage l had juveniles from stage 4 females placed into their brood 
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pouch. Femaks were used for a maximum of 5 days to ensure they stayed in the same 

stage physiologically during the experiments. 

Average times for successful precopulas or unsuccessful precopulas were 

calculated. Minimum and maximum values \Vere calculated along with standard 

deviation and standard error. Percentages of precopulas formed and unsuccessful 

precopulas \VCre also calculated. The Mann-Whitney test \vas used to determine if there 

was a sibrnificant ditTerence between average times to form successful precopulas in stage 

I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation females . Mann-Whitney was also used 

to determine if there was a significant difference between average times spent attempting 

unsuccessful precopulas in stage l l:!gg manipulation and stage 4 t!gg manipulation 

females . The Proportions test was used to determine if the percentage of successful 

precopulas was equal betwel:!n stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation 

females and also if the percentage of unsuccessful precopulas was equal between stage 

egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation females . 

Mann-Whitney test was used to determine if there was a sibrnificant ditTerence in 

average times to form successful precopulas between G. oceamcus normal precopulas 

with stage I and 4 females and stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation 

females. The Proportions test was used to determine if the percentages of successful 

precopulas were equal between ( j_ oc.:eCJmcus normal precopulas with stage l and 4 

females and stage l egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation females . 
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Chi-square analysis was used to determine if the number of successful and 

unsuccessful precopulas ,...-ere equal for stage I egg manipulation and stage -l egg 

manipulation females . The ratios of male to female size were calculated for successful 

and unsuccessful precopulas for stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation 

females . Correlations were used to determine if there was a relationship between female 

and male size for successful and unsuccessful precopulas for stage I egg manipulation 

and stage 4 egg manipulation females . Male and female lengths were plotted against one 

another and a rebrression line. with regressiOn coetlicient. shows if male length increases 

and female length increases for successful and unsuccessful precopulas of stage I egg 

manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation females . 

Precopula formation behaviours are displayed in figures showing the sequence of 

contacts in successful and unsuccessful precopulas for stage 1 egg manipulation and stage 

4 egg manipulation females. These can be compared to the normal precopula formation 

behaviours for ( i. oc.;eamcus. 
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3.0 RESllL TS 

3.1 NORMAL BEHAVIOURS OF (iummarus SPECIES 

3. 1.1 ( lammurus sero.,·us 

The general mating behaviours typical of other species of< lummarus previously 

studied (Miller. \995) and recorded in the literature (Dick & Ehvood. 1989a: Dunham. 

1986: Birkhead & Clarkson. \980: Hannoll & Smith. \978) occurred in (I . setosus . 

Female ch01ce was also (.!Vident as femah:s sometimes swam away after lirst contact by a 

male ( 7 . 2 5~ ·o) or the tern ale rapidly tlexed and escaped after the male had been assessing 

her for a period ( 1 . ..J.5°·o ). Males sometimes also assessed a female for a period of time 

and then released her. thereby not forming a precopula (2.90°/o). 

There was no sib'Tliticant difference between the times to form precopulas for the 

morning and afternoon observations of< I. st:wsus (Table .3 . I. I) ( W = 183.0. p = 0 12. a = 

0.05 ). There was also no significant ditTerence bet\veen the percentages of pairs that 

tonned precopulas in the morning and afternoon (z = 0.3507. LJu25 ""' 1.96, p = 0 .7264. 

a.= 0.05 ). 

For (i. setosus (Table 3.1.2), there was a significant ditTerence in the number of 

precopulas formed with females in ditTerent egg stages <x:: = \9 .217, d.f = 3. p = 0 .000. 

a.= 0.05). More precopulas were tonned with females in later stages (3 and 4) than with 
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Table 3 . I .1. Summary of morning, afternoon, and combined morning and afternoon data 
giving the percentage of animals that formed precopulas, average amount of time to form 
precopulas, and descriptive statistical calculations for G. setosus from the normal 
behaviour data. 

Time ofDav Morning Afternoon Combined 
Number Tested 43 26 69 
Number Formed 

28 18 46 
Precopula 

Percent Formed 
65 . 12 69.23 66.67 

Precopula 
Average Time {min) 6:51 5:52 6:28 

Minimum (min) 2:33 1:46 1:46 
Maximum (min) 9:53 10:15 10:15 

Standard Deviation 
1:56 2:27 2: 11 (min) 

Standard Error 
00 :22 00 :35 00:19 

(min) 
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Table 3.1 .2. Summary of number of successful and unsuccessful precopulas for each 
female egg stage for G. secosw1. 

Egg_ Stage 1 2 ... 4 .) 

Successful 
4 6 13 23 

Preco_Q_ula 
Unsuccessful 

Precopula 10 3 7 3 
Attempt 

• see p. 12 for description of egg stages 
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females in earlier stages (I and 2). The most precopulas formed \vere with stage -l

females. Hmvever, there was no significant difference ben.veen the number of 

unsuccessful precopulas in each egg stage (X~= 6.043, d. f. = 3, p = 0 .110. a= 0.05). 

The general pattern of precopulatory formation behaviours for a successful 

precopula tor <i. setosus (Figure 3. I . l) consisted firstly of the male's gnathopods 

touching the female's sides or back: the next contact was the male's gnathopods touching 

the female's sides or the male's antennae touching the female's sides: and next the male's 

antennae touched the female's sides. 

However, the general pattern of precopula formation behaviours for an 

unsuccessful precopula (Figure 3.1.2 l consisted of the male's gnathopods touching either 

the female's back or sides. Then the male either touched the female's sides with his 

antennae or his tail touched the female's taiL Next the male's gnathopods touched the 

female's stdes. Failure occurred when the male stoppt!d performing precopulatory 

torrnation behaviours on the female and released her. or tn some cases the female t1exed 

and straightened rapidly in succession and escaped the male's grasp. 

3.1.2 SPECIES COMPARISONS 

The average times to form successful precopulas and the percentages of animals 

that tormed successful precopulas for all tive species studied are presented in Table 3.1.3. 
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Figure 3.1.1. The frequency and sequence of precopula formation behaviours initiated by 
males during successful normal precopula formations with females in G. setosus. The 
sequence of precopula formation behaviours from tirst to last is in ascending order. 

Legend: 
g-b = male's gnathopods touching female's back 
a-s = male's antennae touching female's side 
g-s = male's gnathopods touching female's sides 
tb = male beat tail against female side rapidly 
t-t = male's tail touches female's tail 
a-b = males' antennae touches female's back 
a-h = male's antennae touches female's head 
o = any other touches made by male contacting the female 
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Figure 3.1 .2. The frequency and sequence ofprecopula formation behaviours initiated by 
males during unsuccessful normal precopula attempts with females in G. setosus. The 
sequence of precopula formation behaviours from first to last is in ascending order. 
Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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Table 3.1.3 . Average times to form precopulas and percentages of animals that formed 
precopulas for the four previously studied species - G nceamcus, (I. due hem. 
GlcJWrencianus, U obtusatus (Miller, 1995), and G. setosus. 

Species Average Time (min) Percent Formed Precopula 
U. oceamcus \:50 83.45 

G. duebem 3:31 69.51 
G. luwrencrunus 2:17 72.Y4 

G ohtusatus 4 :08 17. 14 
G setosus 6:28 66.67 
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There were no differences in average times to form successful precopulas (Table 

3.1 .4) between ( i. oceanu.:us and ( i. hr.t'rem .. ·wmts ( W = 3095. p = 0.126. a.= 0.05) and 

(I. duehem and ( i. ohtusutus ( W = 139. p = 0.454. a= 0 05) . 

All other combinations compared were sqmiticantlv different in the average t1mes 

to fonn successful precopulas. When comparing ( i. st!losus and ( i. oceumcus, ( !. setosus 

and ( i. lawrencwllu.,·. < i. setosu.'i and ( i. duehem. and ( i. setosus and ( i.ohtusatu.\. 

( i. seto.ws had the longest average time to form precopulas than all of the other four 

species. When comparing of ( i. ocean/C.:us and ( i. nhtuscaus. ( i. lawrencwnus and 

( i . ohtusatus. and ( i. dueht.:m and ( i. ohtusullls. ( i. ohtusatus had the longest average time 

to form precopulas. When comparing < /. nceumcus and ( i. duehl!m. and ( i. hrwrl.!nclunus 

and< I. duehem. ( i. duehem had tht: longt:r average time to form precopulas. 

There were no signiticant differences in the percentage of animals that fonned 

successful precopulas for comparisons between < / . . ,ewsus and < i. luwrr.:nuanus t z "' 

0.845. lm125 -= 1.96, p = 0.3954. a.= 0.05), <i. setosus and <i. dut!hem (Z = 0.3732 . .qlf l25-= 

1.96, p = 0.711-t o. = 0.05), <i. ocl!anu.:us and <i. /awrencumus (Z = 1.887. z.,,, .. .::5 = 1.96. p 

= 0.0588. a= 0.05), and (I. !uwrencu .. mus and ( i. duehem ( z = 0.4893, loo2s = 1.96, p == 

0.6242, a.= 0.05 ). 
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Table 3.1.4. Summary of statistical comparisons of average times to form successful 
precopulas (Mann-Whitney) and percentages of animals that formed successful 
precopulas (Proponions Test) between the tive species of C!ummurus - ( i. setosus. 
( i.ocec.mu:us. ( i. la'-l·rencianus. ( i. due hem. and ( i. ohwsutus. 

Combination 
Mann-Wh itnev Proponions Test 

w p-value Signiticant z p-value l Significant 
( i . .'ii!IOSUS - l ' 

~1') Yes 2.746 () () 1-12 I 
Yes 0 I 

( i. oceumcus I 
( / . S t!IOSUS - I I I I 

I I 

277.5 0 Yes 0 .845 
\ 

0.3954 ! No 
( i. luwrencwnus I I I i 

( i. setosus -
550 0 

\ 
Yes I o --r., I 0.7114 l No 

( /. due hem 
. .) .) - I I 

( i. SI!IOS liS - ! 

I { i. uhl USc.JIUS 
60 0.025 Yes 1 4. 7Tl. 0 Yes 

( i. OL'<'UntCliS - I J095 0 126 I No i I .887 I 0.0588 I No 
< i. luwrencu..mus i I I 
( i. oceamcus -

2178 0 Yes 2.429 I 0.015 I Yes 
(I. due hem 

( i. oceunu.:us -
109 0.005 Yes l 7.657 I 0 I Yes 

( 1. ohtu.W.Jills l 
(I. luwrencwnus -

1343 .5 0.024 Yes 0.4893 0.6242 No c;. duehem 
( i. lwvrencamus -

77 0 .018 Yes 5.602 0 ; Yes 
( i. ohtusatus I ! 

(I. Juehem-
139 I 0.454 i No 7.882 

\ 
0 Yes ( i. uhlllsa/lls I 
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All other combinations compared were significantly different in the percentages 

of animals that formed successful precopulas . When comparing ( i. setosus and 

( /. oc.:eamc..:us. (I. oceamcus and ( i. duehem. and ( 1. oceww .. :us and ( i. ohfll.wtus. 

Ci. oceamcus had the highest percentage of animals that formed precopulas. For the 

comparison of ( i . setosus and ( I. ohtusatus. ( i . sero.w s had the higher percentage. for 

( I. hm·rencrt.mus and (/. ohtu.wrus. c i. la>l'rencrwws had the higher percentage. and for 

( i. duehem and ( i. uhtusarus. ( i . duehem had the higher percentage. 

The only combination that had no signiticant difTerences between the two spec1cs 

for both the average times to form successful precopulas and the percentages of animals 

that formed successful precopulas was< i. ocew11L'Wi and ( i. lawrencwnus . 

The comparisons of ( i. setosus and ( i . oceamcus. ( i. setosus and ( i. ohfllsatus . 

( i. ocetm/Cus and ( i. duehem. < i. uceamcus and ( i. l)htusaflls. and ( i . /uwrencumus and 

( i. oh/11.\'l.Jllls \vere the only combmations that were sigmficantly different bct\vcen the 

two species in both the average times to form successful precopulas and the percentages 

of animals that formed successful precopulas. 

OveralL the sequences of precopula formation behaviours were different among 

all tive species in both the sequences for successful precopula formations and 

unsuccessful precopulas (Table 3. t .5). However, there were several similarities. For 

successful precopula formations the tirst contact behaviour always included the male's 
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Table 3.1.5 . The sequence of normal successful and unsuccessful precopula formation 
behaviours for five species of Gammarus studied - G. oceamcus. G. duehem. 
G.lawrencianus, G. ohtusatus and G. setosw;. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 

First Second I Third [ Fourth ! Fifth 
Species I 

Contact Contact I Contact 1 Contact I Contact 

! 
I I 

I a-s I ! g-s 
Succe~sful g-h a-s \ I a-s 

(I. nceanrcus I t-t l i tb 
I g-b i i Unsuccessful a-s 0 I a-s N/A 

g-s l 
' I 

l Successful g-b 
a-s 

i 
a-s 

! N/A 
tb tb 

a-s 
Ci. duehem ' 

I i ! l Unsuccessful I g-b tb 
a-s 

~LA 
I i g-s 

i i tb I 
I 

I 
a-s i I 

I I I tb 
Successful g-b I g-b I tb 

\ 

a-s 
I I a-s ' I g-s I 

( i. lawrencwnus 
I 

! g-b ! g-s 
Unsuccessful g-b I a-s a-s tb 

g-s 
' l I 
I i 0 

a-s 
; 

I 
I g-b I g-b 

Successful ! g-s I g-b I N/A tb I t-t I 

( i. ohwsat w; I a-b i I : 
Unsuccessful g-b I a-s I N/A ! N/A g-s 

I 0 I l 
I 

I g-s i g-s I ! g-b l 
Successful I I I a-s I Ni A 

1.!-b I a-s ! t-t 
( i. setO.'o'US 

g-b I 
! g-b 

\ 
Unsuccessful 

a-s 
I N/A g-s i t-t g-s 

a-s 
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gnathopods touching the female's back. The second contact behaviour was also similar 

among the species. \Vhich always included the male's antennae touching the female's side 

in successful precopula formations. 

There \vere several differences as well among the species in the tirst contact in 

successful precopulas . Along with the common tirst contact of the male's h'Tiathopods 

touching the female's back. ( i . se1osw; included the male'::; b'Tiathopods touching the 

femalt!'s sidt!s and ( i. ohwsatus includt!d tail beattng. The second (Ontact also was 

different among the specit!s in successful precopulas. Although all the second contacts 

for all tivc species included the male's antennae touching the female's side. the second 

contact included another type of contact for all species except <I. nc.:eumcus. The third 

contact behaviour for successful precopula formations was \vhere the five species vaned 

greatly and no common precopula formation behaviours were found. 

As m successful precopulas. unsuccessful precopula attempts had the tirst contact 

behaviour as the male's b'Tiathopods touching the femalt!'s back but also included the 

male's gnathopods touching the female's sides in both < i. oceumcus and < i. sc:rosus 

However, this first contact behaviour was where the similarities ended and no more 

common precopula formation behaviours were found. 
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The only similarity found between the precopula fonnation behaviours for 

successful and unsuccessful precopulas \vas that the tirst contact behavwur was the 

male's gnathopods touching the female's back . 

3.1.3 fNTERSPEClFIC PRECOPULAS 

No interspecific precopulas were formed between c i. st!losus and ( ;_ ucewllcus . 

Either the ammals d1d not have any physical contact at all ( 30.77° o ). the male swam av.ay 

after the tirst contact ( -l6 . l5°'o ), the tt!male swam away after tirst contact ( 17.31 °"o ). or 

both swam away ( 5.77°·o). 

3. 1.-l SIZE ASSORT A TIVE MATING 

( ;_ st.!lnsus had a ratio of 1.6311 for maie:temale lenbrth for successful precopula 

formations . There was a positive correlation ( r = 0.492 , p = 0.00 l. a = 0 05 l whereby as 

male size increased. so did female size and there \vas a significant difference l:x!tween the 

s1zes of males and kmales of< i. se/osus in precopulas 1 Figure 3.1.3 ). The mak \vas 

always larger than the female . 

3.2 TAKEOVERS 

There were three successful takeovers (2.10%) and 53 unsuccessful takeovers 

(37.06%) (Table 3.2.1) in (i. oL·eumcu.,·. An unsuccessful takeover occurred when the 

intruder grabbed the ternale with his brnathopods and tried to take the female. but did not 

succeed. 
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Figure 3.1.3. Relationship between male and female length of G. setosus that 
successfully formed precopulas (r = 0.492). the diagonal broken line indicates equal 
lengths for males and females. 
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Table 3.2. 1. Summary of successful takeovers and unsuccessful takeovers data giving 
the percentage of animals that had successful takeovers or unsuccessful takeovers. 
average amount of time engaged in takeover formation behaviours, and descriptive 
statistical calculations for G. oceamcus from a total of 143 . 

Condition Successful Takeovers Unsuccessful Takeovers 
Number Successful or .., 53 

Unsuccessful 
.) 

Percentage 2.10 37.06 
Average Time (min) 0:37 0 :23 

Mini111utt1 Time (min) 0:02 0 :03 
Maximum Time (min) l: 16 2:24 
Standard Error (min) 0:21 0 :04 

Standard Deviation (min) 0 :37 0 :26 
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All three successful takeovers occurred with females that were in stage -+ whereas 

the unsuccessful takeovers occurred \vith females of all stages (Table 3 2. 2). There was a 

significant difference between the number of unsuccessful takeovers in each egg stage ( / 

= 50.47, d.f. = 3. p = 0.000. a= 0.05) where more unsuccessful takeovers were attempted 

with !~male" in <;tage 4 Howe\er. then: was no significant difference between the 

number of females in each egg stage that had no attempts made to be taken over by an 

intruder (;(2 -= 6 . 10. d. f.-:::: 3, p ""' 0 . 107. a= 0.05 ). 

There was no si!::rnilicant ditTerence m average times spent attempting 

unsuccessful takeovers betvv·een intruders that were larger than the defenders and 

intruders that were smaller than the defenders (W = 178.0. p ""' 0 .650. u. =0 .05) (Table 

3.2.3). There was also no signiticant difference in female size between intruders that 

were larger than the defenders and intruders that were smaller than the defenders l W 

159.5. p = 0.368. a.= 0 .05 ). 

The ratio of intruder to defender length of ( i. ocf!wllcu.~· (Table 3 2.-l) for 

successful takeovers was 1.12. meaning that the intruders were 12% larger than the 

defenders. The ratio \vas 1.09 for unsuccessful takeovers (intruders 9°o larger than 

defenders) and a ratio of 1.05 for no takeovers attempted (intruders 5°'o larger than 

defenders). 
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Table 3.2.2. Summary of number of successful takeovers, unsuccessful takeovers, and no 
attempts at takeovers for each female egg stage for ( /. oceamcus. 

Stages l 2 
.., 

4 Total -' 

Successful 
0 0 0 3 3 

Takeovers 
Unsuccessful 

l 8 9 35 53 
Takeovers 

No Attempt at ..,.., 
16 16 28 87 

Takeovers 
_, 

Total 28 24 -,-.... ) 66 143 
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Table 3.2.3. Summary of mean average times and female sizes for intruders that \verc 
larger then detenders and intruders that were smaller than defenders in unsuccessful 
takeovers in ( i . oceamcus. 

Conditions Averal.!e Times 1 min 1 Average Female Size< mm 1 

Intruder Larl.!er than Defender 00:2-t 00 : 18 
Intruder Smaller the Defender 00 :15 00:17 
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Table 3.2.4. Ratios and correlation values of intruder lengths to defender lengths of 
G. oceanicus for successful takeovers. unsuccessful takeovers. and no attempts at 
takeovers. 

Condition Ratio Correlation Value (r) p-value 
Successful 

1.12 NIA N/A 
Takeovers 

Unsuccessful 
1.09 0.168 0.230 

Takeovers 
No Attempts at 

1.05 0.211 0.050 
Takeovers 
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Intruder versus Jetender lengths of ( ;, uceumcus in unsuccessful takeovers 

(Figure 3 . ~.1 \\lith successful takeovers also included) and no attempts at takeovers 

(Figure 3.2.2) were plotted and re!:,rression calculated. There was a non-significant 

posiuve correlation (Table 3 .2.-t) of intruder to defender stze ( r 0 .168. p : 

0 . ~30 . a = 0 05) for ( i. oct!wucus unsuccessful takeovers. There \\:as also a non-

signiticant positive correlation of intruders to defenders stze ( r = 0.21 1. p == 

0 .050. a. = 0.05) for < i. oceumcus making no attempts at takeovers . 

Corrdation coefficients were also calculated to determine tf time spent attempting 

unsuccessful takeovers increased as female quality mcreased (Table 3.2.5 ). There \vas a 

positive correlation for time attempting unsuccessful takeovers and female stage l r -= 

0. 12-t. p :c. 0.376. a= 0.05) for ( i. oceamcus but there was no stgnificant ditTerence 

bet\veen the times spent attempting unsuccessful takeovers and female stage . The ttmes 

and femak stages were plotted \Vith a regression line (Figure 3.2.3 ). 

There \vas also a non-significant positive correlation for ttme attempting 

unsuccessful takeovers and female size (r = 0.060, p ·= 0.671, a= 0.05) for Ci .. cJccumcus. 

The times and female sizes were plotted \\;th a regression line (Figure 3.2.-t ). 

The general pattern of behaviours for successful takeovers ( N=3) of female 

(i. uawucus by intruding males tFigure 3.2.5) consisted tirstly of the intruder's 

gnathopods touching the female's back and sides: the next contact was the intruder 
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Figure 3.2.1. Relationship between intruder and defender length of G. oceamcus for 
unsuccessful takeovers (r = 0.168) and successful takeovers. The diagonal broken line 
indicates equal lengths for intruders and defenders. 
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Figure 3.2.2. Relationship between intruder and defender length of G. oceanicus that 
made no attempts at takeovers (r = 0.211 ). The diagonal broken line indicates equal 
lengths for intruders and defenders. 
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Table 3.2.5 . Correlation values of time spent attempting takeovers in relation to both 
female egg stages and female size of G. oceanzcus. 

Condition Correlation Value Cr) p-value 
Time and Female Stage 0.124 0.376 
Time and Female Size 0.060 0.67l 



Figure 3.2.3. Relationship between time spent attempting unsuccessful takeovers and 
female egg stage of G. oceanicus (r= 0.124). 
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Figure 3.2.4. Relationship between time spent attempting unsuccessful takeovers and 
female size of G. oceanicus (r = 0.060). 
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Figure 3.2.5. The frequency and sequence of behaviours initiated by intruding males 
during successful takeovers in G. oceamcus. The sequence of takeover behaviours from 
first to last is in ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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engaging in tail beating on the female : and next the intruder's antennae or gnathopods 

touched the female's sides. There was no contact by the intruder with the defender in 

successful takeovers. 

Ho\vever. the general sequence of behaviours for unsuccessful takeovers of 

( i. ocl!anu:us females by intruding males \Vere much more complicated than for 

successful takeovers. The intruding males made contacts with both the females and 

defending males l Figure 3 .2.6 ). The first contact \vas either the mtruder touching the 

defender's back or the female's back with his gnathopods. Next the intruder contacted the 

female's side with his antennae and then the mtruder engaged in tail beating of the 

female . 

Female choice occurred as females did not resist takeovers in any triaL and 

remamed passive in both the successful takeovers and unsuccessful takeovers . 

3.3 SIMULTANEOUS ASSESSMENTS 

There were two simultaneous assessments ( l .36°o l and 16 unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments, where the extra t~male was brrabbed and either escaped by the 

normal escape response or the male released her immediately after grabbing (I 0. 88%) in 

total (Tables 3.3 . \ & 3.3 .2). The two simultaneous assessments occurred with stage -l 

females \Vith both of the extra t~males being larger than the paired female . The tirst male 

that simultaneously assessed both females kept the original female, which was smaller 
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Figure 3.2.6. The frequency and sequence of behaviours initiated by intruding males 
during unsuccessful takeovers in G. oceanicus. The sequence of takeover behaviours 
from first to last is in ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3 .1.1 . 
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Table 3.3.1. Summary of number of successful simultaneous assessments, unsuccessful 
simultaneous assessments, and no simultaneous assessment attempts for same stage 
females and same size females in G. oceanicus. 

Condition Same Stage Females Same Size Females I Total I 

Successful Simultaneous ") l 0 
1 

2 
Assessments 
Unsuccessful 

I I 
I 

Simultaneous 8 8 I 16 
Assessments 

I 

No Simultaneous 
75 54 129 

Assessment Attempts 
Total 85 62 147 
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Table 3.3.2. Summary of successful simultaneous assessment data giving the percentage 
of animals that had successful simultaneous assessments or unsuccessful simultaneous 
assessments, average amount of time engaged in simultaneous assessment behaviours. 
and descriptive statistical calculations for both setups of same stage females and same 
size females for Ci. oceanrcus. 

Successful Simultaneous Unsuccessful Simultaneous 
Condition Assessments (Same Assessments 

Staee \ Same Stage Same Size 
Number Successful/ 

2 8 8 
Unsuccessful 
Percentage 1.36 5.44 5.44 

Average Time (min) 0:52 0:17 0:17 
Minimum Time (min) 0:33 0:03 0:02 
Maximum Time (min) I : I 0 0:51 0:44 
Standard Error ( min) 0:19 0:06 0:05 
Standard Deviation 

0:26 0:16 0:14 
(min) 
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than the extra female. and released the extra female. Conversely. the second male that 

simultaneouslY assessed both females released the original female. which was smaller 

than the extra female. and kept the extra female. 

Eight unsuccessful simultaneous assessments occurred wnh females in the same 

stage while the other eight occurred w1th females of the same size. An unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessment occurred \Vhen the male grabbed the extra tt!rnale with his 

gnathopods and tried to hold the extra female. along with the original tt!male. 

perpendicular to his body , but was unsuccessful in grabbing and holding the extra female 

for manipulation. The male may have just simply released the extra temale befon: he 

attempted any assessment of the extra temale or the extra female may have resisted and 

escaped. 

There was no significant ditTerenct.: between the number of unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments when the extra temale was larger or smaller than the ongmal 

temale in the same stage female tnals (Table 3.3.3) (X~ = 0.500. d. f. = I. p =-

0.480, a= 0.05). There was also no significant difference between the number of 

unsuccessful simultaneous assessments \vhen the extra female was funher from or closer 

to moulting than the original temales in the same size temale trials (X~ = 0.000. d. f. = I. p 

= 1.000. a.= 0.05). 
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Table 3.3.3 . Summary of number of unsuccessful simultaneous assessments for same 
stage females and same size females in G. oceamcus. 

Condition 
Same Stage Same Size 

Larger Smaller Further from Moult Closer to Moult 
Unsuccessful 
Simultaneous 5 

.., 
4 4 , 

Assessments 
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There was a significant difference between the times to form precopulas in normal 

( i. ocf!anu.:us trials and unsuccessful simultaneous assessments for same stage females 

( W = 114.0, p = 0.000, a::::: 0.05 ). There was also a significant difference between the 

times to form precopulas in normal ( i. oc..:f!W1Jcus trials and unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments for same size females IW o.: 1:27.5. p = 0.001. a::::: 0 .05). The time spent 

attemptmg unsuccessful simultaneous assessments for both same stage and same size 

females were shorter than for normal ( i. oct:wucus precopulas. However. there \vas no 

significant difference between the average times attempting unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments for same stage temales and same size temales ( W = 6 7. 5. p = 

0.958. a= 0.05). 

In both the successful and unsuccessful simultaneous assessments. once an extra 

temak was initially contacted. the male placed the original temale perpendicular to his 

body while still holding her with his smaller anterior gnathopods. The male then grabbed 

the extra temale with his larger posterior gnathopods and proceeded with h1s sequence of 

behaviours on the extra female . 

The general pattern of behaviours for successful simultaneous assessments of two 

females for ( i. oct:umcus by a male (Figure 3.3.1) consisted firstly of either the male's 

gnathopods or antennae contacting the extra female's back: the next contact was the 

male's antennae or b'llathopods touching the extra female's side: next the male's 
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Figure 3.3.1. The frequency and sequence of behaviours initiated by males during 
successful simultaneous assessments of same stage females in G. oceanicus. The 
sequence of simultaneous assessment behaviours from first to last is in ascending order. 
Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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gnathopods touched the extra female's side; and then the male's antennae contacted the 

extra femak's back. 

The general sequences of behaviours for unsuccessful simultaneous assessments 

have been broken down into panem of contacts for same stage females (Figure 3.3.2) and 

same size females (Figure .3.3.3) For the same stage li!males. the mak lirst contacted the 

extra female's back with his antennae . Next the male's antennae touched either the extra 

lt!male's stde or back. then the male's antennae touched the extra female's side. 

For the same size females. the male tirst contacted the extra female's back wtth 

his gnathopods. Then the male's antennae touched the extra female's side. and next either 

the male's antennae touched the extra female's stde or the male performed tail beating on 

the extra female . 

Neither the origmal females nor extra females resisted dunng the succt:ssful 

simultaneous assessments. However. one extra female resisted an unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessment in the same stage trials and two extra ti.!malcs resisted 

unsuccessful simultaneous assessments in the same size trials. 

3.4 EGG MANIPULATIONS 

The general behaviours that occur when the temale is held at a right angle to the 

male occurred in ( i. oc.:eumcus for both stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg 
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Figure 3.3.2. The frequency and sequence of behaviours initiated by males during 
unsuccessful simultaneous assessments of same stage females in G. oceanicus. The 
sequence of simultaneous assessment behaviow-s from first to last is in ascending order. 
Legend found w1th Figure 3.1.1. 
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Fim.rre 3.3.3. The frequency and sequence of behaviours initiated by males during 
unsuccessful simultaneous assessments of same size females in G. oceanicus. The 
sequence of simultaneous assessment behaviours from first to last is in ascending order. 
Legend found with Figure 3. 1. 1. 
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manipulation temales. Female choice was evident as females sometimes swam away 

after the first contact by a male ( ll .34°·o) or the temale rapidly tlexed and straightened in 

succession and escaped after the male had been assessing her for a period ( 7 . 73% ). 

There was no difference between the times forming succt!ssful precopulas for the 

stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 t!gg manipulation temales of ( i . uceumcus (Table 

3.4. 1) ( W = 545.0. p = 0.069. a= 0.05 ). There \Vas no difference between the times 

attempting unsuccessful precopulas for the stage I egg manipulation and stage 4 egg 

mantpulation females ( W = 281.5. p "" 0.412. a= 0.05 ). There was no difference 

between the percentage of pairs that formed successful precopulas for the stage I egg 

manipulation and stage 4 egg manipulation temales (l. = 0.2194. z., ,,:5 = 1.96. p = 

0.8258. a= 0.05). However, there was a higher percentage of unsuccessful precopulas tn 

stage I egg manipulation than stage 4 egg manipulation tt!males ( z. = 2.237. z..,,: 5 = 1.96. 

p == 0.0178. u = () 05). 

There was no difference between the times tonning successful precopulas for the 

stage I egg manipulation temaks and ( i. oceanrcus normal precopulas \vith stage I 

females (W = 1688.5, p = 0.083. a= 0.05). However, there was a significant difference 

between the times forming successful precopulas for the stage 4 egg manipulation 
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Table 3.4.1. Summary of data for stage l females with stage 4 eggs transplanted and 
stage 4 females \'1ith eggs removed giving the percentage of animals that fonned 
precopulas and unsuccessful precopulas, average amount of time to form or attempt 
precopulas, and descriptive statistical calculations for U oceanicus from a total of 90 
stage 1 and 1 04 stage 4 females. 

Condition 
Stage I Stage 4 

Successful Unsuccessful Successful Unsuccessful 
Number Successful! 

36 Jl -W 21 
Unsuccessful Precopulas 

Percentage 40.00 34.44 38.46 20.19 
Average Time (min) 1:10 0:25 0:52 0 :21 

Minimum (min) 0:05 0:02 0:08 0 :01 
Maximum (min) 6:16 1:34 6:55 I :09 

Standard Deviation (min) 1:14 0 :21 1:19 0 :18 
Standard Error (min) 0:12 0 :04 0 :12 0 :04 
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females and (/. oceanic:us normal precopulas with stage -l females (W = 1443.5, p = 

0.000. a= 0.05) \vhere it took longer to fonn successful precopulas m normal 

( i. oceumcus than in stage 4 egg manipulation female precopulas. 

There was a higher percentage of precopulas formed in normal successful 

precopulas in ( i. nceanu.:us than in stage I egg manipulation female successful 

precopulas lz = 6.800. z,,,25 -= 1.96. p = ().000. a= 0.05 ). There was also a sibrniticant 

ditTerence in the normal successful precopulas in U. uceawcus which had a higher 

percentage than the stage 4 egg manipulation female successful precopulas ( z = 7.2-l-5 . 

~l ll25 = 1.96, p = 0.000. lJ.:::: 0 .05). 

There was no signiticant di!Tercnce bct\veen the number of successful prccopulas 

formed \Vith stage I egg manipulation or stage 4 egg manipulation females 1Table 3.4 .::!) 

(X, 2 
= 0.211. d. f. '-= I. p -= 0.646. a.= 0 .05). There was also no sif:,'llificant difference 

bet\veen the number of unsuccessful precopulas with stage I egg manipulation or stage 4 

egg manipulation females (X2 ~ 1.923, d. f. = I. p = 0.166. a.= 0.05). 

G oceamcus stage I egg manipulation females had a ratio of 1.51 for 

male:female length (Table 3.4.3) for successful precopula formations. The sizes of males 

and stage I egg manipulation females of ( i. uceamcus in successful precopula formations 

(Figure 3 .4.1) were plotted with a regression line. There was a positive correlation t r = 
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Table 3.4.2. Summary of number of successful and unsuccessful precopulas for stage l 
females v~ith stage 4 eggs transplanted and stage 4 females with eggs removed for 
G.vc.:ew11cus. 

Stage I 4 Total 
Successful 36 40 76 

Unsuccessful 31 21 52 
No Attempts 23 43 66 

Total 90 104 194 
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Table 3.4.3. Ratios and correlation values of male length to female length of ( ;_ ucewuc.:us 
for successful and unsuccessful precopulas with females tn stage I with stage -l eggs 
transplanted and females in stage 4 with eggs removed. 

Stal!e l Staue 4 
Successful Unsuccessful Successful Unsuccessful 

Ratio 1.51 1.47 1.47 1.49 
Correlation Value ( r) 0. 144 0.306 0.386 0.:204 

o-value 0.403 0 . 156 0.0 1-l 0.433 .. ------
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Figure 3.4.1. Relationship between male and female length of G. oceanicus females in 
stage 1 with stage 4 eggs transplanted that successfully formed precopulas ( r = 0. 144 ). 
The diagonal broken line indicates equal lengths for males and females . 
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0.144, p = 0.403, a= 0.05) whereby as male size increased, so did female size : however. 

there \Vas no signi!icant difference between the sizes of the males and females . 

C1. oo!amcus stage I egg manipulation females had a ratio of 1 .. p for 

male:femak length for unsuccessful precopulas. The sizes of males and stage I egg 

manipulation females of ( i. ocevmcus in unsuccessful precopulas 1 Figure 3.4.2) were 

plotted with a regression line. There was a positi\'e correlation ( r = 0.306. p "' 

0. 156. a= 0.05) whereby as male size increased. so did female size: hmvcvcr. there was 

no sigmficant difference between the sizes of the males and females. 

( i. ocewucus stage 4 egg manipulation females had a ratio of 1.47 for 

male:female length (Table 3.-+ .3) for successful precopula fonnauons . The s1zes of males 

and stage 4 egg manipulation females of ( i. ocewucus in successful precopula formations 

(Figure 3 4 .3) were plotted with a regression line. There was a posJtJ\e correlation 1 r -

0.386. p ·:o 0.014. ex.= 0.05) \vhereby as male size Increased and there was a signiticant 

difference between the sizes of the males and females. 

G. ocet.mu:us stage 4 egg manipulation females had a ratio of 1.49 for 

male:female length for unsuccessful precopulas. The sizes of males and stage -+ egg 

manipulation females of (i. oceanic.:us in unsuccessful precopulas (Figure 3.4.4) were 

plotted \Vith a rebrression line. There was a positive correlation ( r = 0.204. p = 
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Figure 3.4.2. Relationship between male and female length of G. oceanicus females in 
stage 1 with stage 4 eggs transplanted for unsuccessful precopulas (r = 0.306). The 
diagonal broken line indicates equal lengths for males and females. 
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Figure 3.4.3. Relationship between male and female length of G. oceanicus females in 
stage 4 with eggs removed that successfully formed precopulas (r = 0.386). The diagonal 
broken line indicates equal lengths for males and females. 
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Figure 3.4.4. Relationship between male and female length of G. oceanu:us females in 
stage 4 with eggs removed that successfully formed precopulas (r = 0.204). The diagonal 
broken line indicates equal lengths for males and females. 
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0.433. a= 0.05) but there was no significant difference between the sizes of the males 

and females . 

The general pattern of precopula formation behaviours for a successful precopula 

in ( i . oceumcwi stage l egg manipulation females (Figure 3 4 5) consisted tirstly of the 

male's gnathopods contacting the female's back: then the male's antennae touched the 

female's side: next either the male's gnathopods or antennae contacted the female's sides: 

and then the male's b'11athopods touched the female's back . 

The general pattern of precopula formation behaviOurs for an unsucc~:ssful 

precopula in ( i. oceumcus stage 1 egg manipulation females (Figure 3.4 6) consisted of 

the male's gnathopods either contacting the female's side or back: the next contact is the 

male's antennae touching the female's side: then the male performed tail beating on the 

female : next the male's b'11athopods touch the tt!malc's side: and then the male's antennae 

contacted the female's back . 

The general pattern of precopula formation behaviours for a successful precopula 

in (i. ocf!amcus stage 4 egg manipulation females (figure 3.4.7) consisted of first the 

male's gnathopods contacting the female's back: next the male's antennae touched the 

female's side: the male's antennae touching the female 's side is again performed as the 

third contact: and then either the male's gnathopods or antennae contactt!d the femalt!'s 

sides. 
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Figure 3.4.5. The frequency and sequence of precopula formation behaviours initiated by 
males during successful precopulas with G. oceanicus females in stage 1 with stage 4 
eggs transplanted. The sequence of precopula formation behaviours from first to last is in 
ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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Figure 3.4.6. The frequency and sequence of precopula formation behaviours initiated by 
males during wtsuccessful precopulas with G. oceamcus females in stage 1 with stage 4 
eggs transplanted. The sequence of precopula formation behaviours from first to last is in 
ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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Figure 3.4.7. The frequency and sequence ofprecopula fonnation behaviours initiated by 
males during successful precopulas with G. oceanicus females in stage 4 with eggs 
removed The sequence of precopula formation behaviours from flrst to last is in 
ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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The general pattern of precopula formation behaviours for an unsuccessful 

precopula in (i. oceamcus stage 4 egg manipulation females (Figure 3.4.8) consisted of 

first the male's gnathopods contacting either the female's sides or back: then the male's 

antennae touched the female's side: and next the male's antennae touched the female's 

back . 
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Figure 3.4.8. The frequency and sequence ofprecopula formation behaviours initiated by 
males during unsuccessful precopulas with G. oceamcus females in stage 4 with eggs 
removed. The sequence of precopula formation behaviours from first to last is in 
ascending order. Legend found with Figure 3.1.1. 
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4.0 DISClJSSION 

.t. I NORMAL BEHA VlOURS OF Ciummurus SPECIES 

.t . 1. 1 ( iummurus setosus 

( ;. setnsus \vas not previously studied but there are similarities and ditTerences 

between this spectes and the four species 1 ( i. ucl!amcus. ( i. dut:hl'm. ( i. fLn, ·r<:'ncumu.,, 

and ( 1. nhlllsatus) already studied. Times to fonn successful precopulas and the 

percentages of animals that formed successful precopulas in < i. sc.:rn.w., did not di ffcr 

signiticantly in the morning and afternoon trials. This was also the finding for the other 

four species previously investigated. 

Egg stages 3 and .t. which are dose to the production of the next batch of eggs. 

have tht.: highest numbers of females that formed successful precopulas mdicatmg that the 

femalt! is close to moulting and oviposition . In all 5 species there was a positive 

correlation bet\veen the development of the embryos in the brood pouch and the oogonia 

enlargement and development in the ovary, as was found by Dunham ( 1986) and Steele 

& Steele ( 1969 ). Males of these tive species can determine how close a female is to her 

next moult which indicates how soon she ,,,..ill produce her next batch of eggs that can be 

fertilized. 
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Female choice \vas evident in (I. setosus . Sometimes the females resisted 

precopula fonnation by tlexing and kicking rapidly and escapmg from the male's grasp. 

This was also the case for ( i. oceamcus. ( i. duebem. ( i. !t.Jwrencrcmus. and ( i. ohtusaws 

(Miller, 1995 ). Hatcher & Dunn ( 1997) observed female resistance in < i. duehenr. Dick 

& Elwood ( 1989) and \Vard ( 1984) observed t~male resistance in ( iummurus rulex. 

Robinson & Doyle ( 1985 ) and Hunte. Myers & Doyle ( 1985) obsen·ed female resistanc~.: 

in ( i. luu'l'encrunus. and Bormvskv & Borowsky ( 1987) observed !\:!male n.!ststance in 

( iammarus ralustrrs . 

-l . l .2 SPECIES COMPARISONS 

Only general descriptions of behaviours that occur during male assessment of 

females are reponed in the literature of precopula formations in ( iammurus species. The 

male is described as holding the female . he touches the female's dorsal surface with his 

abdomen and also makes contact wtth his pleopods. The mak may. after fanning a 

precopula. stroke the female's stdes wtth his gnathopods. which has been suggested as 

behavtour to pacifY the female and is not considered a reproductive behaviour. This 1s 

described for several species of Ciummarus- Ci. pu/ex (Dick & Elwood. 1989a & \989h: 

Birkhead & Clarkson, 1980), <i. /uwrencwnus (Dunham & Hurshman. 199\ : Dunham & 

Hurshman, 1990: Dunham, Hurshman & Gavin, \989: Dunham. 1986: Dunham. 

Alexander & Hurshman, 1986 ). < i. due hem ( Hartno11 & Smith, 1978) and < ;_ puiust ns 

(Borowsky & Borowsky, 1987). The present study describes in detail the sequence of 

behaviours involved in successful and unsuccessful precopula formations to provide a 
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more complete picture of the precopula fonnation behaviours for the tive species studied 

- ( i. setosus. ( i. uceamc.:us. C i. due hem. < i.lawrencranus. and ( i. ohrusarus. Previous 

studies have not described the precopula formation behaviours in the detail provided in 

this study. Previous studies have also not compared average times to form precopulas. 

the percentage of animals that fonn precopulas. or compared the detailed sequence of 

precopula fonnation behaviours between specit.:s of ( iammarus . 

The tive species studied are morphologically diverse. but do have some 

resemblance to each other in certain respects. < i .. \etwius and C i. ncewucus arc the most 

closely related morphologically of these five species. The main di tTert:nce occurs wlth 

the setae on the tirst peduncular segment of the first set of antennae and the length of the 

peracopod 7 setae. c i. duehem and ( i. /awrencwnu.'i are morphologically different from 

one another and from both < i. st:~os11s and c i. oceumcus. The setae on the tirst peduncular 

segment of the tirst set of antennae and the peraeopod 7 setae of < i. duc!hem arc 

somewhat s1milar to that of < i. oceumcus and < i. st.'losus. whereas the setae of these 

particular appendages in ( i. lawrencranus are less similar to < i. oceanH:us and 

<I. lmrrl!ncwnus . Also, ( i. setosus. ( i. oc.:eamcus. and ( i. duehem have a similar s1ze 

range. However. (f. /awrencwnus is considerably smaller than these three species 

(Bousfield. 1973 ). 

<i. ohiUsaws is very different morphologically from the other four species. It has 

been classified. at different times. as .\farmogummurus ohtusuws. !:."ullmnogammarus 
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ohtusa/us. and <lammarus ohtusarus. The main morphological difference that classifies 

Ci. ohtusaws as either .\/. uhtu:wcus or!:". nbwsatu.,· is its inner ramus ofuropod 3 which is 

very small being less than one third or one half the lenbrth of its outer ramus. This 

compares with the inner ramus of uropod 3 being at least one third or one half the length 

of the outer ramus 1n other species of ( iummarus . The relative stzes of the two sets of 

gnathopods are also reversed~ the anterior set is larger than the postenor sc.:t (Lincoln. 

1979: Boustidd. 1973 ). 

The sequences of successful precopula formation behaviours for all tive species 

include as the first contact the male's gnathopods contacting the female's back and as tht.! 

second contact the male's antennae contacting the t\!male's stdes . The third contact 

includes the male's antennae contacting the t~male's side in all species exct.!pt 

( i. ohtu.wrus . ( i. oceumc.:us and ( i. duehem have the most similar sequence of precopula 

formation behav10urs \vhereas < i. ohtu.mws is the most ditTerr.-:nt from the other four 

spectes. One possible.! explanation for the ditTerences bet\vcen the sequences nf 

successful precopula formation behaviours in < i. ohwsarus is tts morphological 

distinctness from the other four species. 

The sequence of unsuccessful precopula formation behaviours includes the male's 

gnathopods contacting the female's back as the first contact for all tive species. The 

sequences of contacts are quite different for the tive species staning with the second 

contact behaviour. 
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< /. ohtusaws is si!:,Tflificantly different in all combinations from the other four 

species for both average times and percentages of precopulas formed. except for the 

average times between U rJhtusutus and ( i. duehem . Again. a possible explanation for 

the differences between the four species and ( i. ohtusuws could be the extreme 

ditTerences in their morphologies. 

Either one or both of average times or percentage of precopulas formed differed 

for most of the rest of the species comparisons. Howe\er. the comparison between 

( i. oceamcus and ( i. luwrencrc.mus indicated there were no differences m either the 

average times or percentages. Overall. the differences in sequences of precopula 

formation behaviours, average times to form precopulas. and percentages of animals that 

form precopulas show there are significant differences among these tivc species. This 

concurs with the differences in the morphologies of these species. 

4. l.3.INTERSPECIFIC PRECOPULAS 

There were no interspecific precopulas formed or attempted between ( i. setosw; 

and < i. oc..:eamcu... . Kolding ( 1986) suggested that < i. uceumcus should not form anv 

interspecific precopulas with smaller species of <lummarus because of premating 

isolating mechanisms of size since this species is usually larger than other species. 

However, this does not hold true for this combination of (i. oceanrcus and ( i . setosus 

since they are of the same relative size. These species can occur together on the same 

beaches with overlapping distributions but (J. setosus is found slightly higher on the 
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shore (Steele & Steele, 1974 ). No interspecific pairs were observed in the natural 

population (Miller. unpublished observations) These species may be able to recognize 

each other even without contact. 

There \verc no interspeci tic precopulas formed bet\veen the four previously 

studied species, with the exception of< ;_ oceumcus and ( i. duehr.:m . Four interspecific 

precopulas \vere formed with these t\VO species ( Milkr. 1995 )~ howe': cr. Kolding 1 19861 

found that these two species did not form any interspecitic precopulas with one another. 

-+ .1.-+ SIZE ASSORT A TIVE MATING 

Size assortativc mating occurred in ( ;_ sews us. The male; female ratto was 1.63 

showing that the males were approximately 60°o larger than the females they have 

formed precopulas with. This is higher than the ratios recorded for ( ;_ pulex of 1.30 to 

1.40 (Ward, 1988. Birkhead & Clarkson, 1980 ). This ratio ts also higher than any found 

tor the other 4 species- (i. luwrr.:ncwnu.'i ( 1.38). <i. ,/uehem ( 145), (i. oceamcus 1 1..+7) 

and (j_ ohtu.wtus ( 1.30) !Miller. 1995)_ This means that ( i. setosus males choose smalkr 

females than the other four species. 

Larger females produce larger numbers of eggs than smaller females (Naylor & 

Adams. 1987~ Adams & Greenwood, 1983~ Birkhead & Clarkson, 1980)_ Theretore n is 

expected that males will choose larger females. However, this is not the case with 

G. setosus since the males are 60°/o larger than the females . Carrying females in 
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precopula puts constraints on the male's swimming ability, so there is a trade-offbet\veen 

maximizing the numbers of eggs fertilized and maximizing S\\imming ability l Adams & 

Greenwood, 1983 ). ( !. setosus may not be as strong a swimmer as the other four species 

studied. or just may choose to maximize swimming ability more than the number of eggs 

fertilized . 

Ratios can vary up to a ratio of 1.50 for various specres (Sutcliffe. 1993b: Adams 

& Greenwood. 1987). Size assortative mating has been found in numerous spec1es of 

(iammurus - ( !. pulex (Ward & Porter, 1993; Elwood & Dick, 1990: Ward. 1988: 

Elwood. Gibson & NeiL 1987: Adams & Greenwood. 1985: Greenw·ood & Adams . 

1984: Thompson & Maule, 1983: Adams & Greenwood. 1983: Birkhead & Clarkson. 

1980), ( i. due hem (Hatcher & Dunn. 1997: Naylor & Adams. 1987: Ward. ! 985). 

(iammarus pseuclolimnaeus (Mathis & Hoback. 1997), (;. oceamcus. (i. palusln.,· and 

( i. •Jhlwwws (Adams & Greenwood. 1987). 

4.2 TAKEOVERS 

Overall. few studies have been conducted with respect to takeovers . The 

percentage of successful takeovers in ( i. oceamc.:us is low C2 .1 0°-'o ). compared to results of 

takeover experiments for other species of (/ammarus . ( 1. pulex is the most commonly 

studied species with respect to takeovers. Ward ( 1983) found 9°·6 successful takeovers 

for <I. pulex while Birkhead & Clarkson ( 1980) found 10.7% successful takeovers for 

<;. puiex and Elwood, Gibson & Neil ( 1987) found 9 .6% successful takeovers . also for 
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( i. pulex. In all three of these experiments, no takeovers \vere actually observed as the 

animals were not continuously observed but were checked after a fe\v hours or days. 

However, in the experiments of Elwood, Gibson & Neil ( 1987) the setups were observed 

for a continuous period of I 0 minutes before performing a tina! check after two hours to 

determine if takeovers had occurred. Again no takeovers \vere directly observed. It may 

therefore be that some pairs may have separated of their own accord before the female 

moults and the second male (intruder) may form a precopula with the now separated 

female in the normal fashion (Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980 ). The percentages recorded as 

successful takeovers may not be takeovers at all : thus the percentages may be rather high 

estimates of possible successful takeovers. The differences may also be panty t!xplained 

by the fact that all of these takeover experiments were earned out on a different species 

( U. pulex) than the ( i. ocew11cus of this experiment. 

Dick & Elwood ( 1990) also carried out takeover experiments on ( i. pult!.'C using 

the same I 0 minute observations as in the takeover experiments \Vlth ( i. uceanrcus. \io 

takeovers were observed when a pair, with the female in various egg stages, was placed 

with an extra male (intruder) of varying sizes for (i. pulex. However the same setup \vith 

a newly moulted female had 14.8% takeovers (Dick & Elwood. 1990). These results are 

comparable to the (/. oceamc:us takeovt!r experiments of this paper since the setup was 

the same and three takeovers were actually observed. The higher percentages are likely 

due to differences between the two species. All of the three successful takeovers for 

U. v<.·eamcus occurred \\ith females in stage 4 that corresponds closely to the newly 
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moulted females in the C I. pulex experiments of Dick & Elwood ( 1990 ). The majority of 

unsuccessful takeovers for (I. oceumcus were also of stage -l females. Females in egg 

stage 4 are the closest to producing their ne:-..1 batch of eggs for fenilization (Dunham. 

1986: Steele & Steele. 1969) therefore it was expected that successful and unsuccessful 

takeovers would occur the most \Vith stage -l females . 

No stgniticant difference was found for ( I. uc.:eumcus in average times spent 

anempting unsuccessful takeovers between intruders larger than defenders and intruders 

smaller than defenders which was also found by Dick & Elwood ( 1990) for c i. pulux 

unsuccessful takeover attempts . The size of the intruder. m relation to the defender size. 

does not make any ditTerence to the amount of time attempting unsuccessful takeovers . 

The ratio of intruder kngth to defender length of ( i. OL'I!t.mrcus was highest for 

successful takeovers (I. 12), compared to an unsuccessful takeover ratto of 1.09 and a 

ratto of 1.05 \Vhen no attempts were made. These results suggest that m order for 

takeovers to occur in ( i. uc.:ewzicus, there must be a ratio higher than 1.09. Iribame. 

F emandcz & Armstrong ( 1996) found that /:'. odwn must have a mimmum ratio of I. I 0 

for takeovers to occur, while Ward ( 1983) found a ratio of I . ll for successful takeovers 

in C I. pulex which corresponds to the ratio of successful takeovers for ( i . oceunicus. 

Intruding males of ( i. oceumcus must be 12% larger than defending males in order for 

takeovers to occur. 
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The correlations of intruder to defender stze for both unsuccessful and no 

takeover attempts \vere low and there was no sibrnificant difference bet,veen the sizes of 

intruders and defenders of G. oceamcwi. However, no analysis could be carried out for 

the successful takeovers since only three occurred. There may actually be a high positi\ e 

correlation with a significant difference between intruder and defender sizes for 

successful takeovers. but a greater number of takeovers would have to be observed to 

determine this. 

There \vas no sibrniticant ditl'erence between either the tunes spent attemptmg 

unsuccessful takeovers and female egg stage or female size in (I. ocew11<.'11s. Males ~an 

assess female quality quickly and do not need increased time to determine if the female is 

suitable. This is advantageous for the intruding male since time attemptmg a takeo\·er 

decreases the time the male has available to search for a female not already in precopula. 

A quick assessment of a paired female maximizes the ttme ldt to the intruder to tind 

another female. 

ln generaL the sequence of successful takeover behaviours for < i. o<.·eamcus 

ditTered from the sequence of unsuccessful takeover behaviours and the normal precopula 

fonnation behaviours of U oceamcus. The main difference in the successful takeover 

behaviour sequence of contacts was the male engaging in tail beating of the female as the 

second contact. In normal successful precopula formation behaviours of(/. o<.·eamcus the 

second contact is the male's antennae contacting the female's side (Miller. 1995). 
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The sequence of unsuccessful takeover behaviours for ( i. oceanic us is quite 

different from the successful takeover behaviours since the intruder does engage m some 

contacts with the defender as well as with the female. Ward & Poner ( 1993). in a 

simulation study, suggest that if a female is already patred then the mak (Intruder) will 

assess the paired male (defl.!nder). They suggest this is behaviour by the defender to get 

between the intruder and the female to prevent contact bet\veen the two. As discussed 

earlier, m ( i. oct.:amcus the intruders were I :?. 0 '0 larger than the defenders when successful 

takeovers occurred. The mtruder may be assessing his stze in relatton to the defender. 

along with assessing the quality of the female. to deterrnme 1f a successful takeovl!r can 

occur. If the intruder determines the defender is too large m relation to his own size. or 

the female quality is not acceptable. then no takeovers will occur. 

The most common tirst contact in unsuccessful takeovers is the intruder's 

gnathopods contacting the defender's back. The intruder also uses his gnathopods to 

contact the ii.:male's back as a tirst contact qune otten. Borowsky ( 1984) obser\l.!d in 

( i. pulustrls that an intruder wtll use his smaller anterior gnathopods at the usual 

attachment points on the female and uses the larger posterior gnathopods to pry off the 

smaller anterior gnathopods of the defender while pushing the defender away from the 

female \\ith his uropods. These observations agree with the tirst contact in successful 

takeovers in ( i. ocewucus but only panly ab'Tee with the first contact in unsuccessful 

takeovers since the most common tirst contact 1s the intruder's gnathopods contacting the 

defender's back. The intruder does attach to the temale at the usual attachment points 
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with his anterior brnathopods in ( i. oceumcus. but there \vas no actual observation of the 

use of the larger posterior brnathopods to pry off the defender's anterior gnathopods from 

the temale or the pushing away of the defender by the intruder's uropods as in 

( i. palusrns . 

Male-male competition IS present in ( i. oceumcus in the form of takeovers . 

Numerous attempts occur but actual takeovers arc rare . The maJority of the defenders 

retained their female t!ven if they were smaller than the intruder. Dick & Elwood ( 1990) 

suggest there 1s a positional advantage of the defender since the detender has a ttghter 

grip on the female already in its possession than an intruder would on the same female 

which is supponed by the results \\.'lth ( i. oceamcus. 

Female choice was also evident in < i. u(.·ewucus in successful or unsuccessful 

takeovers as the temale remained passive and did not resist during any successful or 

unsuccessful takeovers . However. Elwood. Gibson & Neil ( 1987) did observe female 

resistance (choice) in ( i. pulex . ( i. oceamcu.,· temales do sometimes resist during normal 

precopula formation (Miller, 1995 ). 

4.3 SIMULTANEOUS ASSESSMENTS 

The percentage of successful simultaneous assessments m ( i. oceamcus is low 

( l.36°o) compared to results of simultaneous assessment experiments for other species. 

Dick & Elwood ( 1989a) found 5.3°'0 successful simultaneous assessments for ( i . pu/e:r: 
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and 15 .3°'o unsucct!ssful simultaneous assessments. which is higher than the perct!ntages 

of l.36°o for successful simultaneous assessments and I 0 88° o for unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments in ( i. o,.:eamcus. Dick ( 1992l also found 9 .3°o successful 

simultaneous assessments in a later experiment with c i. pule:r. The differences in 

percentages could be attributed to differences between species. 

These experiments wtth c i . pu/,;x found that the majority of males chose femalc.:s 

that \vere closer to moult and larger- 85 . 7° ·o ( 6 out of 7) (Dick. 1991 land I 00°'o (Dick & 

Elwood. l989a ). Neither of these experiments wtth ( i. pule.t tned to separate the two 

main determinants of female quality -time until next moult and female size. These two 

experiments. both with ( i. pulex. have bet!n the only expenments conducted on 

simultaneous assessments with species of ( iumnwrus . 

The tv.o successful simultaneous assessments m ( i. I)L'L'umcus both occurred wtth 

same stage females. where one male kept the onginal female. which was smaller than the 

extra female. and the other male S\\itched and wok the extra femak. which was larger 

than the original tt!male. These tt!males were both in stage 4 and close to moult. 

therefore even though one male kept a smaller female. his choice was still sound since the 

female he was Griginally holding was close to moult. The male should also want to 

choose a larger female smce larger females w111 produce a greater number of eggs 

(Adams. Watt. Naylor & Greenwood, 1989: Birkhead & Clarkson. 1980), especially 

since the two temales present were both in stage 4 . However. Elwood, Gibson & Neil 
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( 1987) found that although larger females otTer a greater reproductive success due to the 

greater number of eggs produced. it comes at a cost to the male of carrying a larger 

female . When females close to moult are encountered. size may not play as important a 

role as when females are further from moult. 

In the same stage female trials for < i . ocf!umcus there \Vas no significant 

diffen:nce between the number of larger extra femalt:s or smaller extra females that maks 

attempted simultaneous assessments with . In the same size female trials for ( i. uceamc..:us 

there was no sigmticant ditTerence bet\veen the number of extra ft!males closer to moult 

or further from moult that males attempted simultaneous assessments with. This 

indicates that males \viii sometimes attempt to grab extra females that they encounter 

regardlt.!ss of the quality of the extra femak ( i. ucew11cus males grab and mampulate 

females \vhich allows proper assessment of femah: quality. This supports Dick & 

Elwood ( 1989a) who suggest from their study of simultaneous assessments in ( i. pulex 

that mittal touching without grabbing and mampulations of the females does not allow 

males to properly assess female quality . 

There was no significant difference between the average times of unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments in Ci. ocec.mu:u.\· for same stage females and same size temales 

which means that males can assess both of these mdicators of female quality m the same 

time period. 
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The sequence of successful simultaneous assessment behaviours for C i. uc..:c.:umcus 

ditTers from the sequence of unsuccessful simultaneous assessment beha\iours. both 

same stage and same size. and the normal precopula formation behaviours of 

< i. occamc.:us. The main difference in the successful simultaneous assessment behavtour 

sequence of contacts is the male's gnathopods touching the extra female's side as the third 

contact. In normal precopula formation behaviours of ( i. oceamcus for successful 

precopulas. the third contact is the male's antennae contactmg the female 's side or the 

male's tail contacting the female's tall (Miller. 19Q5 l. 

The mam difference in the sequence of unsuccessful simultaneous assessment 

behavtours of same stage females by ( i. uc.:cumc.:us from the normal prccopula formation 

behaviours for unsuccessful precopulas was the tirst contact. The male's antennae 

contacts the extra female's back \vhereas in the normal precopula formation behaviours of 

( i. oceanrcus the tirst contact is the male's gnathopods touching the female's back (Miller. 

1995 ). This tirst contact 1s also different from the successful simultaneous assessments 

and unsuccessful simultaneous assessments of same size females, which is also the male's 

gnathopods touching the female's back. The main ditTerence m the unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessment behaviour sequence of same size females by c i. oceumcus from 

the nonnal precopula formation behaviours for unsuccessful precopulas was the third 

contact. The male's antennae touched the extra female's side or the male performed tai I 

beating on the extra female \vhereas in the normal precopula formation behaviours of 

U. oceanu .. ·us the third contact also is the male's antennae touching the female's side but it 
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also includes the male's tail touching the female's tail (Miller, 1995 ). The extra behaviour 

of tail beating of the extra female is another difference between unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments with same size temales. 

Females of c i. oc.:eunu:us , both the original and extra femak's. did not resist 

simultaneous assessments and remained passive during the successful simultaneous 

assessments . Howcv·er. three extra ti:males reststed unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments but all of the original females remained passive during the unsuccessful 

simultaneous assessments . Female choice is evident in < i. uc.:ewucus m stmultaneous 

assessments by the extra female . This corresponds to the normal precopula formation 

behaviours for < i. nceamcus \\.·here females somcttmes resisted \Vhen grabbed by a male 

attempting precopula formation (Miller. 1995 ). Dick & Elwood ( 1989) also observed the 

extra female resisting with rapid kicking motions in < i. pult!x in simultaneous assessment 

experiments. 

~.4 EGG MANIPULATIONS 

Precopulas were formed in < i. oceumcus with both stage I females with stage ~ 

eggs transplanted (stage l egg manipulation temales) and stage ~ females with eggs 

removed (stage 4 egg manipulation females) . There \vas no significant difference in the 

times forming successful precopulas or unsuccessful precopulas between the stage I egg 

manipulation females and stage ~ egg manipulation females of (I. oc.:eumcus. This 

suggests that since the stage ~ eggs are transplanted into the stage l females. it makes 
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them as attractive as stage -1- females \vithout eggs . There \vas no sibrni tic ant ditTerence 

between the percentage of pairs that formed successful precopulas in ( ;. oceumcus for 

stage I egg manipulation females and stage -1- egg manipulation temales. But there was a 

significant difference between the percentage of pairs that anempted unsuccessful 

precopulas for stage 1 egg manipulation kmales and stage -1- egg mampulation females . 

This suggests that stage I egg manipulation females. who had a higher percentage of 

unsuccessful precopulas than stage 4 egg manipulation temales. mitially seemed more 

attractive to the male. but other factors than Just brood pouch contents 1 eggs J are also 

involved in male's decisiOns on temalt: quality . Dunham ( 1986 L from his work wnh 

( i. luwrencwm1s, also suggests that other factors intluencc the mak's decision about 

female quality in addition to the female's brood pouch contents. Dunham's ( 1986 l 

experiment is the only nne conducted with respect to egg manipulations tn spectes of 

( iummurus. 

Then.! were stgniticant differences between successful normal behaviour and 

successful egg manipulation average times to fonn precopulas and percentages llf 

animals that form precopulas for stage I and stage 4 females. I lowever, then! was no 

significant difference in stage I t:gg manipulation temales and stage I normal behaviour 

females in the average times to form precopulas The average times and percentages 

were higher for the normal beha\iours than the egg manipulations. which indicates that 

males form tewer precopulas with the egg manipulation females. The brood pouch 

contents may indicate to the males that the female is in a different stage but it is possible 
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that there may be other factors that influence the male's decision about the female's 

quality. The male may be receiving conflicting information and this is possibly the 

reason why the percentages of precopula formation \vere lower with egg manipulation 

females than \Vith normal females. 

There \vas no significant difference between number of successful or unsuccessful 

precopulas between stage I egg manipulation femalt!s and stage 4 egg manipulatiOn 

femaks which supports the theory that both brood pouch contents and other factors play a 

role in mak's assessment of female quality. 

The ratios of male to female length in successful and unsuccessful precopulas 

\\'ith stage I egg manipulation females and stage 4 t!gg manipulation females were all 

equal to or above the ratio found in normal ( i. nceamcus ( 1.47) ( Millt!r. 1995). Size 

assortative mating occurs with the egg manipulation females as \vith normal females . 

In general. the sequence of successful and unsuccessful precopula formation 

behaviours for 1 i. ocewm:us stage I egg manipulation females and stage 4 egg 

manipulation females differ from the sequence of behaviours of the normal (j_ oceamcus_ 

The first contact in nonnal precopula formations is the male's gnathopods contacting the 

female's back (Miller, 1995) which is also the case in both the successful precopulas with 

stage I egg manipulation females and stage 4 egg manipulation females . It is also the 

case for both the stage I and stage 4 egg manipulation unsuccessful precopulas: however. 
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the males also used their b'llathopods to contact the female's sides as the tirst contact. This 

is the same for normal ( 1. ocl!lli1Jcus unsuccessful precopulas. 

The di tTerences arise with the third contact. ln normal < i. ocl!unrcus successful 

precopulas. the third contact is either the male's antennae contacting the temale's stde or 

the male's tail contacting the female's tail. For stage I egg manipulation temales forming 

successful precopulas. the third contact is either the male's gnathopods or antennae 

touching the female's sides and for stage 4- egg manipulation temales formmg successful 

precopulas. the third contact is the male's antennae contacttng the temale's stde . 

In normal ( i. oceamcu.'i unsuccessful precopulas. the third contact is other. For 

stage I e;:gg manipulation females unsuccessful precopulas. the third contact conststs of 

the male performing tail beating on the female. and for stage 4 egg manipulation ti!males 

unsuccessful precopulas. the third contact is the male's antennae touching the temale's 

back. 

The differences in the sequences of precopula formation behaviours for egg 

manipulation tcmales and normal females indicate the male must use a different sequence 

to properly determine the female's quality because of the conflicting information of the 

brood pouch contents and other factors. 
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Females of both stage l with stage -+ t!ggs transplanted and stage -+ with eggs 

removed sometimes resisted precopula fonnation. Female choi<.:e is evident m both the 

successful and unsuccessful precopulas. This corresponds to the results of normal 

( i. occ!wllcus precopulas where females sometimes resist precopula fonnation (Miller. 

1995 ). 
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5.0 SllMMAR\' 

I. Ci. setosus males chose to form prccopulas more often with females that were closer 

to producmg their next batch of eggs to be fenilized. This indicates that males use 

brood pouch contents as a factor to determine a female's quality. 

1 Sexual sekction. in the form of female choice. was present in < i. setnsus. 

3. There were similarities in the tirst contact in the sequence of precopula formation 

behaviours in successful and unsuccessful precopulas for all tive species studied. 

However, the overall sequence differs among the species for both successful and 

unsuccessful precopulas indicating that the males of each species must use a different 

sequence to determine the female's quality. 

-+ . There \Vere significant differences among average times and percentages of 

precopulas formed for all five species. which corresponded to the ditTcrences in 

morphology of the species. 

5. <i. ohtusatus was the most different in the sl.!quencl.!s of precopula formation 

behavtours. average umes and precopulas formed from the other four spectes. This 

may be explained by the extreme differences in morphology between < ;_ ohtusatus 

and the other four species. 

6 . No interspecific precopulas were formed or attempted between U. setosus and 

<I. vc:eanu.:us. although both are found on the same beaches with overlapping 

distributions. This indicated that these species might be able to recognize each other 

even without contact. 
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7. Size assortative mating occurred in <1. setosus. The males of this species. however. 

chose slightly smaller females than the other four species studied. This may be a 

tradeoff between size of the female and the male's S'Wimming ability . 

8. Takeovers occurred in < 1. oceumcus, all with stage 4 females which were the closest 

to producing their next batch of eggs to be fertilized . 

9. The size of the intruder. m relation to the defender. made no difference to average 

times attempting takeovers in ( i . ocl!wucus. 

10. The sequences of precopula formation behaviours of successful and unsuccessful 

takeovers \vere different from each other and from the normal behavtour sequences 

for ( i. OCI.!W1lt....'US . 

II . Sexual selectiOn. in the form of male-male competition as takeovers and female 

choice as passiveness. occurred in < i. ucl'<Jllll.: us. 

11. Simultaneous assessments occurred in ( ;. oceamcus with females that were both in 

the same egg stage - stage 4 \vhich are the closest to producing thetr next batch of 

eggs to be fertilized . 

13 . There were no differences between the average times in unsuccessful simultaneous 

assessments for same size and same stage trials in ( i . oceamcus indicating males can 

assess both of these indicators of female quality within the same amount of time. 

14. The sequences of precopula formation behaviours were different for successful and 

unsuccessful simultaneous assessments and were also different from the normal 

behaviour sequences for ( i. m:eamcus. 
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15. Sexual selection, in the form of female choice, was evident in extra females during 

unsuccessful simultaneous assessments in ( i. ucl!umcus. where t.!Xtra females 

sometimes kicked to escape from the male's grasp. The original females tn 

unsuccessful simultaneous assessments and the extra and original females tn 

successful simultaneous assessments remained passive. which is also a form of 

female choice. 

16. There were no si!:,rnificant ditTerences in the average times forming successful or 

unsuccessful precopulas bet\veen stage I egg manipulation tt!males and stage 4 egg 

manipulation females . This indicated that stage I tt!males with stage 4 eggs 

transplanted were as attractive as stage 4 temales \vith eggs removed in < i . ucl!umcus . 

17. ( i. oceumcu.,· males chose females based on other factors than just brood pouch 

contents when determining femak quality . 

18. The sequence of successful and unsuccessful precopula formation behaviours with 

egg manipulation temales ditTen:d from the sequences of normal ( i. ucl!uJucus. This 

indicated that the male must use a different sequence to properly deterrntne the 

femah:'s quality becaust: of the contlicung information of the brood pouch contents 

and other factors . 

19. Sexual selection, in the form of female choice, was present in the U. nceunu.:us egg 

manipulation females . 
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